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Summary
Minimization of the maximum variance of the estimated slope is taken as the

optimality cntenon. For regression in spherical regions optimal designs under the
cntenonareobtamedforvarioussecond-ordermodels. These designs are comparedwithone another under variation of the model. Performance of central composite designs"
upder model variation isalso investigated.

Keywords : Central composite designs, Optimal designs, Response surface
Second-order designs.

Introduction

In many practical situations, efficient estimation ofthe derivatives ofthe
response function may be as important or possibly more important than estimatioii
of the mean response. Since the designs that may enjoy desirable features in
estimating the parameters or in estimating the mean response may not enjoy the
same features mestimating the slopes, it is important to consider designs that are
constructed with the objective ofestimating slopes. Atkinson [1] appears to be the >
first mreahzmg this. For subsequent major works dealing with slopes the readers
a^e requested to see the references in Mukeqee and Huda [5] and Myers, Khuri and '
Carter [6j.

Mukeqee and Huda [5] developed optirnal designs for minimization ofthe
vanance of the ptimated slope maximized over all points in the factor space for
the full second^order and third-order polynomial models over aspherical region.
In^the present/paper we obtain the minimax designs for various second-order
submodels ofthe full model. Further, we investigate the performance ofthe optimal
designs under variation of the model.

2.Minimax second-order designs.

Consideraresponse surface design set-up with kquantitative factors Xi,...,3q,
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taking values in ak-ball xassumed, without loss of generality, to be ofunit radius,
i.e, X={X=(xi,..., xic); 2x? s 1}and suppose that the response y(x) at point
Xisgiven by thepolynomial model ,

E{y(x)} =f-(x)P -

where f(x) is the vector of linearly independent polynomial terms in xand p is the
conesponding vector of parameters. Let the observations be unronelated and
homoscedastic, the common variance being, without loss ofgenerality, taken to be
unity.

Adesign ^is aprobability measure on Xwhich allows estimation of p.^If N
experiments are performed according to ^ then Ncov (P )=M' (C) where p is
the least squares estimator of Pand M(^)=J f(x) f (x) (dx) is the information

X

matrix of!;. Further, y(x) = f (x) Pisthe estimated response and

dy (x)/dx = (6y (x)/8xi,..., 6y (x)/6xk)'

isthe vector ofestimated slopes along the factor axes atpoint x. m variance of
the estimated slope averaged over all directions is tr{cov(dy(x)/dx)}. Let
V(x)=N tr{cov(dy(x)/dx)} be the normalized variance. Then under the minimax
criterion the objective is to

Min Max V(x)
xex -

Consider the following second-ordermodels:

(F), f (x)= (l,xi,...,xk-, xiX2,...,Xk_iXk; Xi,...,Xk),

(1) ^ f (x) = (1, xl,..,, x^ ; , xi,..., Xk),

(2) f (x) = (1, X1X2,..., Xk_i Xk; xi,..., Xk),

(3): f (X) = (1, Xl, . . . , X'k ; XiX2, . . . , Xk_i Xk) , •

(4) f (x)= (l,xl,...,x^),

(5) f'(x)= (1, XiX2,...,Xk_lXk).

Model (F) is the full second-order model and the remaining are various
second-order submodels ofit.Note that we are only considering models that are
symmetric in the Xi's. It was shown in Mukeijee and Huda [5] that for model (F),
the variance function V(x) attains its maximum when xis atthe surface ofXand
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that the optimal design is arotatable one supported at the surface ofXand the origin
only. Asecond-order design Cis rotatable (Box and Hunter, 1957) if

/x? ^(dx) =X2, Jxf ^dx) =3/xf xj C(x) =3^4 (i ĵ=1, 2,..., k),
X .. X X

and all other moments upto order four are zero. When asecond- order rotatable
design gisused for model (F) ,

V(x)

where p^=x'x=2xf.

Hence, for the model (F),

2 (k+1) X4-(k-1) X| Px

^4 (k+2)X4-k?^

V =Max V(x)=V,+Vb+V„
xSX

where

2f(k+l)X4.- (k-iu^
X4 (k+2)X4'-kX^

(k-1)

X4 -: •'

"h.

V = —

These three terms above arise from the components (1, x^,...,x^,
(X1X2,..., Xfc.iXk) and (xj,..., x^), respectively in the model.
The minimum value of V is

V^h =MnV ={2+k(k+4)'''f

corresponding to the design having X4 = /(k+2) =[(k+2) {k+2/(k+4)''̂ }]"'.
For the other models under consideration,-V, the maximum value ofVfx) is

simply combinations of V„Vb and V^. Further, it can be readily seen that fte
minimax designs will all have X4 = /(k+2) as in the case ofmodel (F). Denoting
the minimax designs for model (1),..., (5), by ..., respectively, it can also
be shown that^, and ^ are identical, have >.2 =l/k and-are singular in the context
ot other models. As an example consider the case ol~Mod6l (i) for which

v = v,+ v..=
(k+ 1)^ - (k- 1)

">M((k+2)X4-kX^} h
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2
X4 ' j(k+2)X4-

k

which is strictly decreasing in>^4. SinceXis the unit sphere, X4 s 7^1 (k+2). Hence,
for the minimax design we must have 7^.^= /(k+2). On substituting this value
of X4 in theexpression weobtain

(31^
hi ^

X2 =l/[k+2{k/(3k+2)}''']

V^n =[2+{k(3k+2)}'''f.

which is clearly minimizedwhen

and theminimum value of V is

InTable 1we present the fomiulae for V, Vmin and "h. corresponding to the
minimax designs for the various second-order models.

Table 1. Values of V, Vmin and optimal X.2

Model V Vfnin >^2

(F) Va+Vb+V, {2+k(k +4/'̂ }^ {k+2/(k+4/'^r^

(1) Va+V, [k+2{k/(3k+2)}"^r

(2) Vb+Vc k(k^+2k-2) 1/k

(3) V. + Vb {2+k(k +3y^}^ [k+2/(k+3)l/2)r'

(4) Va 2[2''̂ +{k(k+l)}'"^f
j i

[k+{2k/(k+l)}^''r'

(5) Vb (k-l)k(k+2) 1/k

3.Performance under model variation.

The design ^2 (= Cs) is singular in the context ofmodels other than (2) and
(5). However, the designs ^F, , Cs and ^4 are non-singular for all the models
and hence we can study the performance of these designs under various models.
For any desfgn ^ the minimax efficiency under a given model is defined as
Vniin/V(^ )where V(5 )is the value ofVon using ^ and Vmin is the minimum value
ofVon using minimax design for the corresponding model. Let Ep.i, -. ., Ep, 5
denote the efficiency of^funder models (1),..., (5), respectively. Analogously,
define Eij as the efficiency of^ under model (j) (i =1, 3, 4; j =F, 1,2, 3,4,5).
Using the results stated inSection (2) we derive that
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Ef.i =[2+{k(3k+2)}''' f / [{(3k+2) +2(k+4y''} {k+2/(k+4y''}],

EF,2 =l/[l+2/{k(k+4n] =EF,5 ,

Ef,3 ={2+k(k+3)"'}' / [{k+2/(k+4)'''} {k(k+3)+2(k+4)'''}],

Ef.4 =[2+{2k(k+l)}"'f / [{2k+4/(k+4)''̂ }{(k+l)+(k+4)''̂ }],.

Ei,f ={2+k(k+4)''̂ }V[{k+2k''̂ }/(3k+2y'̂ }.{k(k+4)+2(3k+2) '̂̂ /k '̂̂ }],

E^2 =l/[l+2/{k(3k+2n] =Ei,5 ,

Ei.3 ={2+k(k+3)"'}V[{k+2k"'/(3k+2)'''}{k(k+3)+2(3k+2y''/k'''}],

El,4 =2[l+{k(k+l)/2} '̂̂ ]V[{k+2k"'/(3k+2y'̂ }{(k+l)+(3k+2)''̂ /k '̂̂ }],

E3,f ={2+k(k+4)'''}' / [{k+2/(3k+2)''̂ } {k(k+4)+2(k+3)'''}],

£3,1 =[2+{k(3k+2)"'f/[{k+2/(k+3y''}{(3k+2)+2(k+3y'̂ }],

E3,2 =l/[l+2/{k(k+3y^}] =E3,s

£3,4 =2[l+{k(k+l)/2}"^]V[(k+2/(k+3^"^} {(k+l)+(k+3)''̂ }],

E4,f= {2+k(k+4)'''}'/[[k+{2k/(k+l)}'''][k(k+4)+{8(k+l)/k}''']],
E4,i =[2+{k(3k+2)''̂ f / [[k+{2k/(k+l)} '̂̂ ][(3k+2)+{8(k+l)/k} '̂̂ ]],

E4,2 = =£4,5 ,

£4,3 ={2+k(k+3y''}' / [[ k+f''{k/(k+l)}'«][k(k+3)+{8(k+l)/k}''' ]].

From the results presented above it can be seen that all the efficiencies
approach unity as k approaches infinity. However, for small values of k the
efficiencies are quite different and can be far from unity. The actual numerical
values ofEij's fork=2 to k=10 areprovided in Table 2.

4. Performance ofCentral Composite Designs

T^e theoretically optimal designs considered in the earlier sections are all
approximate designs. These designs are often unimplementable and can usually
serve only asguidelines. Inpractice the experimenter is concerned with discrete
(exact) designs for which it may be impossible to attain moments matching those
ofthe theoretically optimal designs. None the less we may compare the available
discrete designs with the optimal ones and implement those which perform well. -
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Table2: Numerical values of theefficiencies Ejj's(in%)

k . 2 •• 3 • 4 ' . 5 6 7 , , 8 9 10

Ef.i 99.09 98.02 97.20 96.58 96.12 95.76 95.49 95.27 95.10

Ef.2 71.01 79.87 84.98 88.23 90.46 92.07 93.27 94.19 94.93

.Ef.3 99.82 99.90 . 99.94 99.96 99.97 99.98 99.99 1GO.OO • 100.60

Ef,4 97.26 95.34 94.03 93.12 92.48 92.01 91.67 91.41 91.22

Ei,f 99.16 98.33 .97.84 97.55 97.40 97.33 97.30 97.30 97.33

El,2 66.67 74.17 78.91 82.17 84.56 86.38 87.82 88.98 89.94

El,3 99.73 98.98 98.40 98.02 97.78 97.64 97.56 97.52 97.51

El,4 99.52 99.48 99.48 99.51 99.53 99.56 99.59 99.61 99.63

E3.F 99.83 99.90 99.94 99.96 99.98 99.98 99.99 99.99 99.99

E3.1 99.72 98.85 98.02 97.35 96.82 96.40 96.05 95.79 95.58

E3,2 69.10 78.61 84.11 87.61 90.00 91.71 92.88 93.97 94.74

E3,4 98.50 96.68 95.29 94.26 93.50 92.92 92.49 92.15 91.90

E4,F 97.56 96.32 95.75 95.51 95.44 95.47 95.55 95.65 95.76

E4,1 99.54 99.52 99.53 99.56 99.58 99.61 99.64 99.66 99.68

E4,2 63.40 71.01 75.97 79.48 82.09 84.11 85.71 87.03 88.12

1 E4,3 98.62 97.27 96.50 96.10 95.92 95.85 95.85; 95.90 95.97

Aclass ofdiscrete designs which arereadily available andquite popularwith
the experimenters consists ofthecentral composite second-order rotatable designs.
A central composite design (CCD) iscomposed of the point-sets 2^ s(a,..., a),
s(b, 0,... ,0)and Uc replicates ofthe originwhere s(xi,..., Xk) denotes all distinct
permutations of (± xi,...,± Xk) and 2"^ s(xi,..., Xk) denotes any resolution V2 '̂'th
faction of it. Weshall consider only thesmallest of suchfractions. Forthedesign
to be second-order rotatable it is necessary tohave b^ =2^"''̂ '̂ a^. Also since Xis
the unit ballthedesign has tobescaled sothatthe outermostpoints lieonthe surface
ofX. This imposes the restriction that a^ = [max {k,2 '̂'""'̂ }]''. Therefore, for a
central composite design N=2^"^ + 2k + He and, hz = ^ a/N,
X4 = 2''V/N.

In what follows we considerthe efficiencyof centralcomposite designs.Let
Ec,j be the efficiency ofcentral composite design when the model is Model 0)
(j =F, 1, . . ., 5). For any k the values ofEc,j's for various values oflie may be
readily computed. However, we present only the values ofEc,f , Ec,4, Ep,2 and Ec,5-
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Since Model (F) is the 'largest' model and mpdels (4) and (5) are the two 'smallest'
models, Ec,j's forother j's should liebetween thevalues forthese models. Tables
3,4 and 5 whichfollow providethe efficiencies for k=2 to k=10. The best values
of nc arethesecond largest ones among those forwhich efficiencies aretabulated.

Table3: Efficiency Ecf(in %)ofCCD's

k

ni ,
• 2 "• •• 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 : 00.00 01.95 00.00 42.68 06.74 26.i55 00,00 49.22 36.58

1 75.55 74.33 75.97 79.04 . 78.65 64,29 80.14 59.96 67.67

. 2' 95.19 • ,90.83. 92,46 86.16 91.46, 74.^ 92.81 64.33 75.40

3 99.85 95.19 98.47 87.66 95.64 78.42 .97.29 66.55 78.65

.4" 99.15 95.33 99.96 87.24 96.99 80.38 99.15 67.78 80.28

5 93.71 99.66 97.11 81.29 99.87 68.49 81.14

6 96.59 81.65 99.99, 68.89 81.57

7 , 81.65 99.77 69.08 81.76

8
•

81.44 69.13 81.78

9 69.09 81.69

5. Discussion.

Among the various second-order models considered, Model (5) is possibly
the least useful one. It envisages a situation where the linear and quadratic
main-effect terms are non-significant but the interaction terms are significant —a
highly unlikely set up. None the less the model was included in this stiidy for the
sake ofcompleteness. For justification ofconsidering optimal designs for other
models, readers are requested to see Atkinson [2] who studied the performance of
Droptimaldesignsunder model variation.

From Table 2 itcan be seen that ^ , the minimax design for Model (3),
performs betteronaverage than the other designs under model variation. This isto
besomewhat expected. Model (3) includes all thesecond-order terms butnotthe
iinear terms. It is amodel midway between the extremes Model (F) and Models
(4) or (5)- Thus Table 2 suggests that if the experimenter is not too sure of the
conectsecond-order model, it willbebetterforhimtouse ^3 .
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Table 4; EfficiencyEc4 (in %)of CCD's

k

no

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 00.00 00.91 00.00 07.49 01.99 08.46 00.00 20.77 18.18

1 60.32 53.35 48.92 56.29 46.38 34.45 41.71 33.77 33.61

2 85.30 . 76.55 72.69 72.37 67.75 49.48 62.90 42.38 47.39

3 95.80 87.67 ,85.55 80.35 79.66 59.08 75.36 48.44 56.33

4 99.52 92.91 92.81 84.43 86.81 65.51 83.33 52.88 62.51

5 99.85 94.98 96.87 86.37 91.24 , 70.04 88.69 56.23 66.98

6 98.43 95.27 99.00 87.07 94.00 73.30 92.39 58.81 70.32

7 94.50 99.88 86.99 95.66 75.67 95.00 60.84 72.86

8 99.95 96.58 77.41 96.83 62.45 74.82

9 99.47 96.98 78.67 98.12 63.74 76.36

• 10 97.01 79.58 98.99 64.77 77.56

11 .96.76 80.21 99.55 65.60 78.52

12 80.63 99.86 66.27 79.26

13 80.88 99.99 66.80 79.85

14 80.99 99.97 67.23 80.30

15 ,80.99 67.56 80.64

16 67.81 80.89

17 68.00 81.07

18 68.13 81.18

19 68.21 81.23

20 68.26 81.24

21 68.26 81.20

Table 3, 4 and 5 illustrate the highly satisfactory performance of central
composite designs. The maximum efficiencies achieved by the CCD's are
generally extremely high. Only a small proportion ofobservations are needed at
the centre points toachieve the maximum efficiencies. Further, near the maximum
values theefSciencies arequitestable, i.e. there is little change whenthe number
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Table5: Efficiency Ec2 and (in%)ofCCD's

171

k
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Uc

Ec.2
0 100.00 95.96 100.00 87.03 97.16 81.51 100.00 68.92 81.76

1 88.89 89.38 96.00 83.81 95.00 80.67 98.76 68.45 81.22

Ec.5
0 100.00 95.24 100.00 86.15 96.97 80.77 100.00 67.81 81.08

1 88.89 88.89 96.00 82.96 94.81 79.75 98.76 67.35 80.54

ofcentre points is varied. The values ofEc,2 and Ec,5 are strictly decreasing as Hc is
increased but for large k's the rate ofdecrease isvery low.

Itistobe noted that Ec,f's were also considered inHuda [4] but the numerical
values presented there were erroneous. The correct values presented inthis paper
were provided by Miss Manisha Gupta, a student ofDr. Aloke E>ey, who pointed
out the errors in a personal communication.
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